Abstract
Introduction
The development of the real options approach to capital budgeting originates from the inability of the traditional discounted cash flow techniques to properly capture managerial flexibility to review decisions in the future depending on the (favourable or unfavourable) market developments [22] 1 . From a computational point of view, the solution to the problem of valuating the flexibility embedded in an investment project using the real options approach involves three basic steps. The first step consists of identifying the flexibility itself and the underlying stochastic state variables and modelling it as a collection of one or more interacting real options contingent on these variables 2 . The second step is to define a specific stochastic model that describes the behaviour of the underlying state variables. The final step, by combining the previous information, is to derive a mathematical formula or to construct a computational procedure from which the value of the flexibility can be calculated.
Identifying the collection of real options that a project may include and of their underlyings is a task of the management team. For modelling the dynamics of the underlying state variables simple stochastic models (mainly geometric Brownian motion) are frequently used because they lead to equations that can be solved or approximated analytically. However, their ability to provide a realistic description of the actual behaviour of a project's sources of uncertainty is limited. In many cases, in order for more accurate estimations to be obtained, more complex models have to be used. This fact, combined with the complexity of the interactions among the several options that a project may include, often makes the use of numerical techniques the only tractable way to calculate the value of real options. However, developing code for the valuation of individual or of collections of real options, in combination with different stochastic models is an expensive, error prone and time-consuming procedure. Automating this process has several advantages. A software system capable of valuating with minimum programming effort the flexibility embedded in new investment projects for different possible project structures and stochastic models can be a valuable risk management tool. It can help the efficient and rapid design of the investment plans of the management by shortening development time, reducing implementation costs of other project-specific valuation models and offering increased flexibility in the analysis of the projects.
The requirements for such a system can be summarized as follows:
• Ease of specification of new investment projects and of the real options that the management identifies in them.
• Ease of description of the sources of uncertainty that affect the value of a project, and flexibility in the specification of custom stochastic models.
• Generation from these specifications of computationally efficient valuation software.
• Extensibility and use of transparent valuation technology.
This paper discusses the design and implementation of an automatic software generation system whose objective is to meet the above requirements. The system is essentially a problem solving environment and its structure is illustrated in Figure 1 . Its inputs are firstly the description of the flexibility of investment projects in the form of interacting individual real options, and secondly stochastic models that describe the dynamics of the underlying state variables. The outputs are software components that effectively model these specifications and which, combined with appropriate numerical method software components, can be used for the computation of the value of the real options.
Both inputs are given in the form of documents written in a high level language, keeping thereby at a high level the interaction with the end-user. Analyzing the documents, the system automatically generates software components that are reusable, so that they can be used again for the valuation of the same (e.g under different project or model assumptions) or future projects. The generated components correspond to object-oriented classes, build upon abstract class hierarchies that capture the structure of the real options and stochastic models.
Related Work
Authors in [3] and [4] present a similar prototype system, which models financial options and allows the efficient development of financial options pricing applications. The only other problem solving environment in the financial domain that uses software synthesis is the system presented in [13] . It uses a high level problem specification language and computationally is based on the finite differences method. In the field of real option valuation there exist several either stand-alone or spreadsheet-based commercial applications. They mainly use the lattice methods to compute the value of the real options and they are usually inflexible in specifying stochastic models different than the geometric Brownian motion for the underlying state variables.
The system that we present in this paper is an extension of the system in [3] . It incorporates several of the features that real option valuation techniques require and applies the software synthesis technology to real option valuation.
In brief, the main differences between valuating financial and real options from a computational point of view, are the non-completeness of the market environment that usually holds in the case of financial options, the possibility to define collections of interacting real options, and the use of more complex stochastic models for describing the underlying state variables. Thus, in comparison with the system in [3] , in our system we extend the support of the underlying financial market environment to allow for market incompleteness and we incorporate the capability of modelling and valuating collections of real options, while we maintain the in-built flexibility of the original system to handle complex stochastic models. In addition, we use exclusively the XML language as the language through which the valuation problem specifications are provided to the system. The use of XML-based languages in the context of financial applications has already been proposed with FpML being the most significant among these proposals [10] .
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the classification of real options and the valuation techniques. In Section 3 we describe the design and the overall architecture of the system. Sections 4 and 5 provide implementation details about the way in which real options and uncertainty sources respectively are modelled and represented in the system. Section 6 presents the computational part of the system with a discussion on the use and implementation of numerical methods. Section 7 provides some examples of the use of the system, and Section 8 concludes the paper offering some suggestions for future work.
Real Options Classification and Valuation
The real options approach to capital budgeting equates the value of the managerial flexibility with an option premium, in a way that if such a flexibility exists the net present value of an investment project is equal to its traditional net present value (without the flexibility) plus the option premium, i.e. the value of the real option.
Under certain assumptions (see [22] for details) the value of a real option may be calculated by appropriately applying the methodology developed for pricing financial options. The analogy between real and financial options although close is not exact and [22] provides an extensive discussion of this analogy and its limitations. In the same source and in [19] the analogy between the terminology used in financial and the real options can also be found.
Simple and Interacting Real Options
Simple real options, i.e. real options that describe a single type of flexibility independently, without taking into account the possible simultaneous existence of other types of flexibility, have been studied extensively and lie at the basis of the standard classification of real options. They are contingent only on the stochastic state variables of the market and similarly to the financial options they are completely defined by their payoff functions and the type of their exercise style (i.e. whether they are of European or American style).
A standard classification of simple real options is presented in [22] . It includes the option to defer an investment decision, the option to expand or to contract the scale of a project by undertaking or forgoing future investments, the option to temporarily shut down production, the option to abandon a project for a salvage value and the option to switch use. All of them are defined in a way similar to the standard financial put or call options.
As an example of a simple option we can consider a company that undertakes the project of constructing a production unit of a new product. If the acceptance of the new product by the market is better than expected, the management may later wish to expand the production unit at the cost of an additional investment outlay. The value of the flexibility to expand the production unit F can be modelled as the value of a standard put option with payoff max(eV −I, 0) where I is the additional outlay, V the value of the project and e the scale at which the expansion will increase the value of the project. According to the real options approach the expanded net present value of the project is N P V E = N P V T + F , where N P V T is the net present value of the project without the flexibility to expand it.
However, usually investment projects are more complex and cannot be effectively modelled using a single simple option. The managerial flexibility present in real investments may then be expressed as a collection of several, interacting among them, real options. A simple case of interaction is the simultaneous presence of two or more mutually exclusive real options, for instance of the options to expand or to contract the scale of a project. In other cases, interacting real options can be modelled as a sequence of compound simple options. In such cases an earlier option is contingent not only on the value of the state variables but also on the value of the subsequent options. Thus, the exercise of an earlier option affects the exercise possibilities of the future options. For example, if the management has the flexibility to expand the scale of a project and subsequently to contract it if the market environment deteriorate, the payoff of the option to expand may be expressed as R + max(eV − I, 0) where R is the value of subsequent option to contract the project [23] .
Option Valuation and Numerical Techniques
The valuation of both financial and real options is based on a mathematical framework, whose purpose is to efficiently describe the stochastic behaviour of the market state variables that act as underlying assets for the options. In this standard framework the dynamics of the state variables are assumed to be continuous Itô diffusion processes. The full details of the mathematical framework on which our system is based, which is an extended version of the standard framework, is presented in Appendix A. In short, it allows the definition of continuous multi-factor stochastic models with stochastic dividend structures and it accounts for market incompleteness.
The selection of an appropriate stochastic model and the estimation of its parameters is one of the major problems in real options valuation. Different models have different implications for the value of an investment project. Due to their mathematical tractability usually simple models are used, the specification, however, of a 'good' stochastic model for a project is the object of a lot of research activity.
The value of simple real options may be calculated directly from equations A.1, A.2 or A.3, A.4. For the cases where no analytical solutions are available, several numerical methods may be used, most of which are extensions of the financial options pricing methods. In general, they can be divided in finite differences methods (introduced by [5] ), Monte Carlo methods (introduced by [2] ) and lattice methods (introduced by [8] ). The approach that these methods take is essentially different. Finite differences methods attack directly the partial differential equation, while Monte Carlo methods work by simulating the paths that the stochastic variables follow. Lattice methods, which are widely used in real options valuation, are very simple to implement, however they have the disadvantage of being easily applicable only when a geometric Brownian motion is assumed for the underlying processes. [17] and [6] discuss how lattice methods can be used as discrete time approximations of more general processes.
Interactions among real options make in general their values non-additive, not allowing therefore the straightforward application of the standard valuation formulas developed for financial options (see [23] for a detailed discussion on the possible interactions and how the total value is affected). Appropriate valuation techniques that account for the effects of possible interactions must be used. [23] proposes such an extension of the lattice method, while [12] describes how Monte Carlo simulation methods may be applied when several options are embedded in a project.
System Design
The architecture of the system reflects its objective to produce real options valuation code in a systematic, flexible and transparent way, by interacting at a high level with the end-user. It offers the user the possibility to easily define collections of interacting real options and custom stochastic models for the underlying state variables and the flexibility to combine them with numerical methods in order to obtain the desired valuation code.
The system deploys the technologies of automatic code generation, software components and XML language. Its kernel is implemented in Java while the product of the automatic code generation are software components implemented as C++ classes. The generation of C++ code offers maximal computational efficiency. The use of the software components technology facilitates the mapping of financial and mathematical concepts to software entities at a high level of abstraction, and offers reusability of the generated code. The components have a well-defined external interface that specifies the operations that they support and their data members. The XML language is used as the means through which the user provides to the system the specifications of the real option valuation problems. Its use increases the flexibility and extensibility of the system, while it keeps hidden from the user any low level programming details.
The functionality of the system is based upon the basic steps of the real option valuation procedure presented in the introduction. It consists of three parts, which are graphically illustrated in Figure 2 . More specifically these parts are:
• The option specification part, whose task is to generate the software components that represent real options and collections of real options. Two types of components are generated by this part: the individual real option and the real option collection components. The specifications of the real options are provided to the system in the form of XML documents.
• The stochastic model specification part. Its task is to generate the stochastic model software components, which represent stochastic models describing the dynamics of the underlying state variables. Similarly to the option specification part, the specifications of the stochastic models have the form of XML documents.
• The valuation code generation part, which generates the final real option valuation software component, by combining components generated by the previous parts with an appropriate numerical method. Numerical methods are also implemented as software components. The appropriateness of a particular numerical method component for being used for the solution of a specific valuation problem depends on the mathematical characteristics of the problem and on the solving power of the algorithm that the numerical method component implements. The set of different real options and stochastic models that the XML language that we use in the system allows to be defined determines the scope of the system. On the other hand the number of the available numerical method components determines its power 3 . The individual real option components represent different types of managerial flexibility. Typical examples are the options to abandon, to expand or to contract an investment. The external interface of the components is created by using the technique of inheriting from abstract software classes that model the structure and the permitted operations of real options at an abstract level. This interface allows the numerical method components to interact with the real option components independently of any real option-specific details. Real option collection components represent sets of individual real options that have a specific order and type of interaction.
The stochastic model components represent definitions of stochastic processes. Similarly to the real option components, an external interface is defined for the interaction with the numerical method components in a stochastic modelindependent way. The necessary mathematical manipulation of the stochastic models such as symbolic transformations and derivation of pricing equations in our system is done using the symbolic algebra system Mathematica.
The valuation components are the final product of the system and those that perform the actual real option valuation. They have the form of C++ classes with a well defined external interface so that project valuation applications based on them can easily be developed.
The numerical method components that the valuation components use have the form of C++ templates. The collection of numerical method components forms a numerical library. This library is extensible so that new numerical methods components implementing different numerical methods may be added. Addition of new numerical methods components capable of solving more of the problems that can be posed by the real options and stochastic model specification parts increases the power of the system.
The software components that are produced from each part are reusable and can be seen as constituting libraries of real options and stochastic models. This implies that different real option collection components may be combined with different stochastic model components in order to produce several valuation components. This provides the user the flexibility to test the effects that different valuation models imply for the same investment project. Moreover, a real option collection component is a collection of already existing individual real option components. If the constituent parts of the collection (i.e. the individual real options) are already available there is no need to generate them again. In general, if some of the desired components have already been generated not all three steps need to be undertaken in order to generate a new valuation component. Thus, there is a certain form of functionality independence among the three parts of the system.
If compared with the system presented in [3] at the architectural level our system follows a very similar approach. However, there are significant differences in the functionality and implementation of its subsystems. The real option specification part replaces the financial domain level modelling part and offers the system its real option modelling capability. The numerical method component library is modified so as to permit the valuation of collections of real options. Finally, the stochastic model specification part is based on the more flexible mathematical framework of Appendix A.
Real Options Specification
The purpose of the option specification part of the system is, firstly to provide an abstract, high level way of specifying individual real options and real option collections, and secondly to generate from these abstract specifications concrete software components suitable for use by the valuation components. The reusability of the generated components is achieved by keeping both the specifications and their structure independent of any stochastic model and valuation method-dependent details.
Specification Documents
In this section we present the XML-based real option specification language through whose use individual real options and real option collections can be defined. For each specification document the real options specification part of the system generates the corresponding software component. The software components are essentially concrete subclasses of the abstract class hierarchies that we describe in the following section.
The complete specification of a real option is achieved by creating two different types of XML documents: the individual real options specification document and the real option collection specification document.
The first document type contains all the stochastic model and valuation method-independent properties of an individual real option. As such it provides to the system complete information about the sources of the option's value uncertainty, the payoff function of the option and the time at which the option may be undertaken. It supports the definition of both simple and compound options.
Following these requirements we define three basic elements which any individual real option specification document must contain:
• The var element which defines the state variables that are involved in the calculation of the value of the real options. These can be more than one, in which case a multidimensional valuation problem is posed. If available, additional information about the behaviour of the option as the state variables approach zero and infinity may be also provided by using the lower and upper elements respectively. This information may be used by the valuation components to increase accuracy and speed of convergence.
• The payoff element which defines the payoff of the real option as a function of the underlying state variables previously defined, possibly of time and of any other parameters, usually in the form of investment outlays.
• The american element through whose use the document specifies whether there are early exercise possibilities embedded in the real option or not.
The additional element compound may be used in order to define compound options, i.e. in order to specify that the individual real option that the document defines is contingent also on the value of a subsequent option or of a subsequent collection of options. If this is the case, the payoff function may use the reserved keyword underlying to refer to that value.
The form of the individual real option specification XML document is demonstrated in Figure 3 , which presents the specification of a European style option to expand.
Collections of real options are defined by creating a real option specification document of the second type. Its purpose is to define sequences of sets of interacting individual real options, that have already been defined by the corresponding individual real option specification documents. It must define the relative order of the sets that compose the sequence and for each set the type of interaction among the individual options it consists of. Two types of interaction are supported: sets of independent and simultaneous, mutually exclusive options.
<option name="ExpandOption"> <param type="double" descr="expansion scale">e</param> <param type="double" descr="outlay">I</param> <param type="double" descr="interest rate">r</param> <var name="V" descr="project value"> <lower>e*V-exp(-r*(T-t))*I</lower> </var> <payoff>max(e*V-I)</payoff> <american value="false"></american> </option> The main document element is the set element, which defines a set of either independent or simultaneous options. If all the options in a set are simple there is no subsequent set, while if there exits a compound option, the definition of the set of options upon whose value it is contingent has to follow. A single real option is modelled as the trivial case of a set containing one option only.
The form of the real option collection specification document is shown in Figure 4 . The document models a collection that consists of an initial option to defer an investment, followed by two mutually exclusive options, to either expand it or abandon it at a later stage. <collection> <set type="single"> <compound name="DeferCompoundOption"> <set type="mutuallyexclusive"> <simple name="ExpandOption"></simple> <simple name="AbandonOption"></simple> </set> </compound> </set> </collection> 
Components Structure
The real option software components that are generated from the XML documents can be efficiently used by the different numerical method components only if they have a common external interface. This is achieved by following the object-oriented programming paradigm and generating them based upon abstract class hierarchies. The classes of these hierarchies define the virtual functions that concrete classes, corresponding to specific real options, have to implement. The abstract class hierarchies serve also an additional purpose: they abstract the structural and semantic similarities and differences that different real options have.
We define two basic abstract class hierarchies for describing individual real options. The purpose of the first one is to provide a complete description of all the dimension-independent characteristics of an option, where by dimension we mean the number of the stochastic state variables on which the option is contingent. The rest of the information that is dimension-dependent is modelled by the second class hierarchy. The benefit of providing a separate class hierarchy for the two parts is mainly computational efficiency. The distinction between options that have a different number of underlyings may not be so important from a theoretical point of view but is essential from the computer modelling and valuation points of view. Incorporating both classifications in our class hierarchies we have an efficient representation of real options from both the semantic and computational points of view.
The dimension-independent properties of an individual option are, firstly the time points at which it may be exercised, which is equivalent to the time until its expiration and whether it is of European or American style, and secondly whether there exists an interaction with other options that can be described at an individual level. As we discussed in Section 2.1 compound interaction is the most common such relation. It may be described by including in the definition of the option class of another data member which represents the value of the subsequent option or set of options upon whose value the option is contingent. The dimension-dependent properties are the number of state variables on which the option is contingent and, as a consequence, its payoff function.
Following the type of options supported by the XML specification documents, in our implementation the dimension-independent hierarchy consists of a root class representing a generic real option, with two abstract subclasses: one representing a simple and one representing a compound option. The dimensiondependent hierarchy consists of a root class with one abstract subclass for options of different dimensions. These class hierarchies are extensible and new abstract classes that support different structures of real option can be added. Concrete real option classes have to multiply inherit from both abstract class hierarchies and provide the implementation of the virtual functions as well as of any other option-specific definitions.
In order to model collections of real options we define a similar abstract class hierarchy. The root class represents a generic set of options and has three abstract subclasses: one representing a single option, one a set of independent options, and one a set of mutually exclusive options. The classes contain appropriate data members that represent the members of the set, the value of the set and the set upon which they are possibly contingent.
In this way real option collections components consisting of several successive sets of options may very easily be generated. In effect, each concrete set class has to inherit from the appropriate superclass, define the individual real options that are its members, and the subsequent set on whose value the set in contingent, if any. This process is performed automatically by the system by analysing the corresponding real option collection specification document.
Stochastic Model Specification
The stochastic model specification part of the system implements the functionality of modelling at a mathematical level the dynamics of the state variables on which an investment project is contingent. The user provides a specific stochastic model, whose properties must be within the properties of the general mathematical framework presented in Appendix A, and the system generates the corresponding stochastic model software component. The purpose of the stochastic model components is not simply to capture all the mathematical details of the model, but to do it also in a very systematic way so as to facilitate the development of efficient numerical method components for the solution of the corresponding option valuation problem.
Given that there is no 'best' numerical method for all valuation problems, we design our system without opting for a particular valuation method only. Extensibility and easy integration into it of different numerical methods is possible only if the stochastic model components comply with this requirement. In particular, they have to provide for the numerical method components all the mathematical quantities (in the form of methods that evaluate certain mathematical expressions) that can be directly derived from the mathematical description of the model and that are needed from the numerical methods. Given the different characteristics that numerical methods may have, the stochastic model components must accommodate different needs.
For example, from Equations A.1, A.2 it follows that the price of contingent claims, regardless of the specific diffusion model that has been selected to model the state variables, satisfies a particular linear parabolic partial differential equation subject to certain final and boundary conditions. Finite differences methods need only the coefficients of this partial differential equation (together with the final and boundary conditions) in order to compute the solution. On the other hand, seeing the valuation problem as a computation of discounted expectations, from equations A.3, A.4, A.5 it follows that Monte Carlo methods need only the risk-neutral dynamics of the state variables in order to perform the simulation.
Specification Documents
As in the case of specifying real options, a stochastic model in the system is given in the form of an XML document. The document consists of three main parts.
• The first part, delimited by the wiener element, defines the Wiener processes that act as sources of randomness in the model. The processes may be correlated. In terms of the mathematical framework of Appendix A this part defines the dimensionality of the random sources d and their correlation matrix ρ.
• The second part, included inside the assets element, defines the state variables of the model. For each one of them appropriately defined elements provide a full description of its value and dividend structure dynamics. This part defines the state variables X and the dimensionality of the problem k, the value drift and diffusion functions µ i and σ i , and the dividend structure drift and diffusion functions δ i and γ i of Appendix A. For each state variable its state as a traded or not asset must also be declared.
• If the total number of underlying traded assets is less than the sources of randomness (i.e. if the market is incomplete) the appropriate λ i parameters must also be defined. This information is provided in the third part of the XML document, included within the uncomplete element.
As an example, Figure 6 shows how the general two factor model for describing commodity prices behaviour presented in [19] may be specified using an XML document. The mathematical representation of the model is the following:
where the dividend structure for S is dD = δSdt, the market price of risk for δ is λ, and the two Wiener processes are correlated with dW 1 dW 2 = ρdt.
As we shall discuss in the following section from the specifications provided in the XML document the system will compute the risk-neutral dynamics of the state variables, on which the computation of the option value is essentially based. However, if the risk-neutral dynamics are already available they can be provided directly to the system. This may be done by using the rn-assets and rn-var elements instead of the assets and var elements respectively. In this case any information about the dividend structure dynamics and market completeness is not necessary, since it is implicitly included in the risk-neutral dynamics.
Components Structure
The first objective of the software components generated from the stochastic model specification documents is to provide in the form of source code, with an external interface, the mathematical details of the stochastic model itself.
<model name="Schwartz2Factor"> <wiener dim="2"> <correlation first="1" second="2">p</correlation> </wiener> <assets> <var name="S" traded="true" descr="commodity price"> <drift>a*S</drift> <volatility wiener="1">s1*S</volatility> <dividend-drift>d*S</dividend-drift> </var> <var name="d" traded="false" descr="convenience yield"> <drift>k*(a-d)</drift> <volatility wiener="2">s2</volatility> </var> </assets> <uncomplete> <riskprice wiener="2">l</riskprice> </uncomplete> </model> Object-oriented programming and the use of abstract class hierarchies (as in [3] ) is again how this objective is achieved. Since each stochastic model essentially consists of one or more stochastic differential equations we define a root abstract class that represents a generic set of stochastic differential equations. Its, still abstract, subclasses correspond to problems of different dimensionality, i.e. to problems with different number of state variables. Following the mathematical structure of the model these classes define virtual functions for the drift and diffusion coefficients as well as for the dividend structure drift and diffusion coefficients for each one of the equations of the model. Given the central role that risk neutral dynamics play in contingent claim valuation, virtual functions for the corresponding risk neutral drift coefficients of all the state variables are also defined.
The next objective of the stochastic model components is to provide code for the valuation of specific mathematical quantities that numerical methods need. For instance, in the case of the finite difference methods this corresponds to computing the coefficients of a parabolic partial differential equation. Thus, in order to support finite differences methods we define an abstract class that represents a parabolic differential equation with the corresponding dimension-dependent abstract subclasses. The classes define the coefficients of the differential equation as virtual functions.
Each concrete stochastic model class has to inherit from both abstract class hierarchies and provide the implementation of the corresponding functions.
Extensibility and inclusion of other valuation methods that need the calculation of different mathematical quantities is possible by defining the necessary abstract class hierarchy that defines the method-dependent data structures and the additional virtual functions that concrete subclasses need to implement. The stochastic model component generation part of the system has also to be appropriately extended so as to include in the generated classes the implementation of the additional functions.
In order to create a concrete stochastic component in the way we just described, a series of mathematical computations and transformations must be performed on the model that the XML document describes. These include the transformation of the dynamics of the state variables from the objective to the risk-neutral probability measure and the calculation of the coefficients of the partial differential equation. Both steps require several simple algebraic calculations. As we mentioned in Section 3 in our system the necessary symbolic algebra is performed using Mathematica as the underlying platform.
Numerical Methods and Valuation
The valuation components are the software components that combine the specifications of a particular real option valuation problem with an appropriate numerical method, hence they contain the code that eventually computes the value of a real option.
They are implemented as software classes that multiply inherit from the real option collection and stochastic model classes, inheriting thereby all their data and operations. They perform the valuation procedure by properly initializing the relative components and passing into them the values of any real option and stochastic model-related and of any numerical method-related parameters (such as the grid size for finite differences methods or the number of simulations for Monte Carlo methods).
Their most significant part of the valuation components is the numerical method they are based on. Numerical method components may have very different structure and computational complexity. They may for example solve a partial differential equation or calculate an expectation through simulation.
The valuation components are designed to be used from within external applications. In the simplest case these applications will consist of a few lines of code that initialise and execute them, however more advanced applications that perform more complex risk-measurement operations may also be developed.
In a way very similar to the one described [3] our system supports the use of different numerical methods through a set of software components that constitute a numerical methods library. The numerical methods are implemented as C++ template classes, instantiated by the valuation component classes. This guarantees the extensibility of the system and the complete distinction between the pure modelling (of both real options and stochastic model) and valuation parts. New numerical components may be added, as long as their implementation is compatible with the other parts of the system. They must be restricted in using the specific interface that the real option and stochastic model components provide.
The existence of a real option and stochastic model for a project is independent of which specific method will finally be selected for its valuation. The selection depends on several factors. For example, the complexity of the methods that solve the partial differential equations and lattice methods increases exponentially in the dimensionality of the problem, thus in practice they are used only for up to two dimensions. On the other hand, the complexity of the Monte Carlo simulation methods increases only linearly in the number of the underlying factors, being therefore more suitable for multi-factor models. In addition, not all algorithms will be applicable to all problems. For instance, until recently simulation was applicable only on European style options, but [14] proposed a simulation procedure that can be used for American style options. Moreover, computing the value of a set of independent options or a set of mutually exclusive options are different computational procedures.
Although the main purpose of the numerical methods components is the computation of the value of a real option, they may implement a richer functionality. For instance, they may perform sensitivity analysis of the several parameters on the project value or compute for which value ranges of the underlying state variables and at which time points will the options included in a project be exercised.
In our system currently we have implemented the Cranck-Nicolson implicit finite differences numerical algorithm component for one-dimensional problems and an ADI (appropriately extending the schema proposed in [15] ) finite differences component for two-dimensional problems. For projects with geometric Brownian motion dynamics we have implemented also the lattice method. The components can calculate the value of mutually exclusive and sequences of compound options. Figure 6 summarises the details of the implemented numerical components. The valuation methodology of these components follows the approaches in [23] and [12] . 
Method

Case Studies
This section provides two case studies that demonstrate the functionality of the system.
Option to Develop an Undeveloped Reserve
The purpose of the first example is to show how simple real options can be modelled and valuated under different stochastic models.
The example is related with the exploration of natural reserves, which is one of the mayor application fields of the real options theory. In this example we use the approach in [18] , where the detailed presentation and theoretical elaboration of the proposed model may be found. The modelled option is the option to develop an undeveloped reserve of gas or oil on a tract that has already been explored. The option is modelled as a simple American style call option that has payoff function Π(t, X t ) = max(X t − I, 0). The underlying is the value of the undeveloped reserves X t and I is the investment outlay needed for developing them.
The two XML documents that define the individual real option and the (trivial in this case) real option collection are presented in Figure 8 .
<option name="Develop"> <param name="I" type="double" descr="cost"></param> <var name="X" descr="value"></var> <american value="true"></american> <payoff>max(X-I,0)</payoff> </option> <collection name="UndevelopedReserve"> <set type="single"> <simple name="Develop"></simple> </set> </collection> Following [18] we can assume a geometric Brownian motion dX t = αX t dt + σX t dW with convenience yield dD = δX t dt for the dynamics of the underlying. Figure 9 presents the XML document that defines this stochastic model. <model name="GBM"> <wiener dim="1"></wiener> <assets> <var name="S" traded="true"> <drift>a*S</drift> <volatility wiener="1">s*S</volatility> <dividend-drift>d*S</dividend-drift> </var> </assets> </model> Providing the documents of Figures 8 and 9 as inputs to the system, we get as outputs the corresponding individual real option, real options collection and stochastic model software components. Since the option is contingent on one stochastic variable only, we can combine the previous components with the the one-dimensional finite differences numerical method component to get the final valuation component.
The solution that the valuation component computes for the following values of the parameters (taken from [18] ): time to expiration T = 15, per unit development cost I = 1440, risk-free interest rate r = 0.125, current price of developed reserve X 0 = 1152, volatility σ = 0.142, and convenience yield δ = 0.041 is presented in graphical form in Figure 10 . The solution is computed for a certain grid of values of the underlying and of time. From these values we are interested in the one that corresponds to X = X 0 and t = 0, which is the current value of the option. This value is 47.687. Alternatively, for the valuation of the same real option a stochastic model different than the geometric Brownian motion can be used. We can define for example a mean reverting process dX t = κ(α − log(X t ))X t dt + σX t dW with total expected return µX. Figure 11 shows the corresponding XML document in which the risk-neutral dynamics of the process are specified directly.
<model name="MeanReverting"> <wiener dim="1"></wiener> <rn-assets> <rn-var name="S"> <drift>(k*(a-log(S))-m+r)*S</drift> <volatility wiener="1">s*S</volatility> </rn-var> </rn-assets> </model> The system from this document generates a new stochastic model component, which combined with the already generated real option components and a numerical method component gives a new valuation component. The valuation under the new model may be performed once the estimates for the values of the parameters of the model are available. In the same way other stochastic model components may generated and tested on the same real option components.
Interacting Options
The second example demonstrates how sequences of interacting real options may be specified and valuated.
We consider an investment project in which the management initially has the flexibility to abandon early the project at some time T 1 by forgoing a planned outlay I a . If the project is eventually not abandoned, depending on the market conditions, the management at some time T 2 > T 1 will have the option to either expand its scale by e for an additional expenditure I e or to contract it by c, saving thereby a capital amount of I c .
<option name="ExpandOption"> <param name="e" type="double" descr="expansion"></param> <param name="Ie" type="double" descr="cost"></param> <var name="X" descr="underlying"></var> <payoff>max(e*X-Ie,0)</payoff> </option> <option name="ContractOption"> <param name="c" type="double" descr="contraction"></param> <param name="Ic" type="double" descr="saving"></param> <var name="X" descr="underlying"></var> <payoff>max(Ic-c*X,0)</payoff> </option> <option name="AbandonCompoundOption"> <param name="Ia" type="double" descr="saving"></param> <var name="X" descr="underlying"></var> <compound value="true"></compound> <payoff>max(underlying-Ia,0)</payoff> </option> <collection name="Investment"> <set type="single"> <compound name="AbandonCompoundOption"> <set type="mutuallyexclusive"> <simple name="ExpandOption"></simple> <simple name="ContractOption"></simple> </set> </compound> </set> </collection> The options to expand or to contract the scale of the project may be exercised at the same time and they are mutually exclusive. Their respective payoffs are Π e (t, X t ) = max(eX t − I e , 0) and Π c (t, X t ) = max(I c − cX t , 0). Since these options follow the option to abandon the project, the option to abandon is contingent on their joint value. If we assume that the option to abandon is also of European style, following the approach in [23] , we can write its payoff as Π a (t, X t ) = max(F 2 (t, X t ) − I a , 0), where F 2 (t, X t ) represents the joint value of the options to expand and to contract. The total value of the flexibility of the project is the value F 1 (t, X t ) of the option to abandon at t = 0.
The specification documents for the three individual real options and the collection document that determines their interactions are presented in Figure  12 .
If for the dynamics of the underlying we assume a geometric Brownian motion, we can use the stochastic model component already generated in the previous example.
The valuation of the option was performed using the lattice numerical component for the following values of the parameters: times to expiration T 1 = 5, T 2 = 8, expansion percentage e = 0.5, contraction percentage c = 0.3, capital amounts I e = 40, I c = 20, I a = 50, risk-free interest rate r = 0.05, current value of the underlying X 0 = 100, volatility σ = 0.25 and convenience yield δ = 0. The full results of the computation are illustrated in Figure 13 and the value of the option for t = 0 is 6.3152. Having available a set of software components that represent individual options (not restricted to the ones generated in this example) experimentations on the implication that different combinations of them have on the value of the project may easily be performed. The procedure that has to be followed consists of creating the appropriate new collection documents and subsequently combining with a stochastic model and numerical method component, to get the valuation components.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper abstracts the computational steps involved in the valuation of real options and based thereon presents the design and implementation of an au-tomatic software generation system that generates valuation code for complex real options. The system is a problem solving environment and applies the software synthesis technology on the real options domain. Real options are modelled as software components generated by specifications given in a high level language and valuation code is generated according to the properties each particular problem.
The system meets the requirements set in the introduction: The use of the XML language offers an easy and simple way of specifying complex project structures and custom stochastic models; the software components that are generated model effectively the structure of the valuation problem allowing thereby the development of efficient numerical valuation code; the valuation code is generated transparently based on a library of numerical components that implement the numerical methods found in the literature and the specifications that the user explicitly provides; its design based upon the software components technology and the object-oriented programming paradigm enhance its extensibility.
The system can facilitate the rapid development of transparent and theoretically sound investment project valuation programs. Its potential value is an increase in the efficiency and effectiveness of strategic decision making. This objective is achieved since management is given the opportunity to formulate investment projects as real option collections in a natural level and perform flexible analysis for varying model assumptions and project structures. This flexibility can increase the management's understanding of the uncertainty inherent in their operations and result in faster and better informed decision making.
The valuation framework on which the implementation of the system is based consists of two key assumptions: That the dynamics of the underlying stochastic state variables can be expressed as continuous Itô diffusion processes and that the sources of uncertainty remain the same throughout the duration of the investment project. These assumptions define the class of problems that the system can address. They are realistic when the sources of uncertainty are factors such as product price that evolve continuously and smoothly over time.
However, several projects such as research and development projects may exhibit different characteristics. Sources of uncertainty present in early stages of an investment may become irrelevant later. For instance, the technological uncertainty related with the development of a new medical product disappears once the product has passed the testing phase. This means that the dimensionality of the problem may not be fixed and can change over time. Moreover, the sources of uncertainty may be related with technology, regulation, competitor's moves [7] that change at discrete points in time and cannot be modelled using continuous time processes. In such cases event trees are the most effective way of describing the evolution of the uncertainty. As a result the use of flexible lattice methods is more appropriate for solving this class of problems.
These remarks indicate the direction towards which future development of the system must aim in order to have its scope and value increased. Extensions and modifications that will enable it to support this different class of problems are required in both the modelling and valuating parts.
The value of the system may be increased by future development also in the directions of enriching the numerical components library with components that can solve type of problems already supported by the specification parts (e.g. independent options, Monte Carlo simulation methods), as well as devel-oping a web-based interface and advanced visualization tools. This will turn the system into an easily accessible distributed platform for problem specification, component construction, program execution and result visualization.
A Appendix
This appendix presents the details of the mathematical model for the underlying market environment on which the valuation of real options is based in our system.
We assume a market with n state variables X = (X 1 , X 2 . . . , X n ) T which may be the prices of either traded or non-traded assets. Under the objective probability measure P the dynamics of the state variables are given by the processes: , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n ) T . The assets may be dividend paying, with the dividend structures following the processes: dD i (t) = δ i (t, X(t))dt + γ i (t, X(t))dW (t) where δ i : R n → R and γ i : R n → R d . In the market there exists also a risk free asset with the dynamics:
dB(t) = r(t)B(t)dt
Let F (t, X(t)), F : [0, T ] × R n + → R be the value of a contingent claim on the n assets whose payoff function is Π(t, X(t)), Π : [0, T ] × R n + → R. Under certain assumptions, it can be proved (e.g. see [1] ) that the value of the claim satisfies the following partial differential equation:
∂F (t, X(t))
∂t + L X F (t, X(t)) = 0 (A.1) subject to the final condition
F (T, X(T )) = Π(T, X(T ))
where
In the above equation λ is the contingent claim independent market vector of risk. If the market is complete it is an endogenous parameter, fully determined by the model, otherwise it has to be externally specified.
The above formula is valid only for European style contingent claims. In the case of American style options the above problem is converted to a free boundary problem, which written as a linear complementarity problem has the following form:
∂F (t, X(t))
∂t + L X F (t, X(t)) ≤ 0 F (t, X(t) − Π(t, X(t)) ≥ 0 (A.2) ∂F (t, X(t)) ∂t + L X F (t, X(t)) (F (t, X(t)) − Π(t, X(t)) = 0
Equivalently the value of the claim can be calculated through calculating a discounted expectation of the payoff. For European style claims this can be written as:
and for American style claims:
where Q is the risk-neutral probability measure under which the dynamics of the state variables are:
The risk-neutral probability measure dynamics are present implicitly also in equations A.1 and A.2.
